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Abstract—Automatic data collection, labeling, and modeling
has become a key step for high performance robotic systems.
The dynamics of conducting experiments that yield unbiased data
from which we can extract meaningful conclusions pose interest-
ing challenges not properly discussed. Just like methodological
bias in public opinion surveys [3], the data collection process may
bring biases and corruption to collected datasets which result in
deterioration of trained models.

This paper analyzes a dataset collected for data-driven pushing
manipulation and explains the forming of multi-modality showed
in experiment. Three factors are discussed for collecting data
and training with real-world robots: unmodelled dynamics, aging
effect of system and bias of data. Unmodelled dynamics can
bury deterministic feature into unclear structured uncertainty.
Parameters of the robot system can be changing with time of
service as a result of failure and wear of material or other effect,
which will undermine the accuracy of learned model. What’s
most important is that automated data collecting process itself
is a dynamical process containing nonlinear behavior such as
stability or chaos which can bring structured bias to the dataset.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many researchers are making use of resources from big
companies or public facilities where huge amount of data
has accumulated, while others are making efforts of devel-
oping algorithms that requires less data by using data more
efficiently[2]. Other than the areas where large dataset has
already been collected, Data-driven approach is being used to
other fields where data need to be collected first. Zhou[5] and
Bauza[1] are implementing the data-driven approach to real-
world robot manipulation by collecting data with automated
design. Bauza developed a stochastic model for pushed motion
of an object[1] with machine learning. Zhou[5] treated friction
parameters as random in a range and proposed a stochastic
contact model. The data-driven approach proved effective.

State-of-the-art machine learning are enabling computers
the ability to predict things by learning from a large scale of
data for training. DeepMind group has succeeded in training
AI to beat best human players in a chess games named Go and
is also now working on a PC game called Star Craft. These
tasks train AI to perform in a virtual world where governing
rules are accurate, stable and predictable. However, real world
is different because governing laws are far more complex and
learning all of laws can be an impossible problem since it may
require infinitely large scale of the data. Therefore, when train-
ing a real-world robot, mechanical understanding or modelling
for the dynamics is foundamentally important. Proper physical
understanding helps in coming up with effective collecting
plans to avoid redundancy and to lower the cost.

This paper is analyzing the dataset[4] that shows multi-
modality of uncertainties of pushing manipulation and will
show how the multi-modality of distributions is formed. In
the end, this paper addresses some points on collecting data
and training for data-driven manipulation.

II. PUSHING DATA AND EXPERIMENT SETUP

The experiment is consisted of two parts, a pushing phase
and a following re-positioning phase. The latter one is de-
signed so that expeiments can run in a limited space. To collect
large scale of data, Yu[4] repeat pushing and re-positioning
phases as a loop for 2000 times on each of four different
surfaces made of plywood, abs, delrin and pu respectively.

Fig. 1. Experiment set-up and structured uncertainties[4]

III. THE FORMATION OF MULTI-MODALITY

In this section, we shall show in detail how the multi-
modality of uncertainty is formed.

A. The missing dimension: initial orientation

Contact model based on Coulomb friction law predicts a ini-
tial orientation invariant result on the surface. However, Fig. 2
shows orientation change between two successive pushing(∆θ)
of pushed object are varying at different initial orientations (θ).
Comparisons are made between experiment data (blue dots)
and a spline fitting curve (red curve) on different materials.
It can be seen that a stable deterministic curve between ∆θ
and initial orientation θ0 can be expect, especially for data
collected on plywood and pu and a deterministic model of δθ
on θ0 is unlikely enough to describe abs.

B. Bias of data-set: histogram of initial orientation

Since we are aware that initial orientation θ0 is important.
Histograms of θ0 in Fig.3 show sharp peaks or periodic
feature that reflects bias of data collected on initial direction.
Pushing trajectories are repeating at one or several certain
initial orientations.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of ∆θ0 on initial orientation on different material: a)on
plywood; b)on abs; c)on delrin; d)on pu.
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Fig. 3. Histogram of initial orientation: a)on plywood; b)on abs; c)on delrin;
d)on pu. Brown for prediction, blue for experiment data

The multi-modality is result of combination of bias of initial
orientation and the anisotropic feature (direction dependence)
of pushed motion on the surface. The combination of fitted
deterministic model and initial orientation gives the prediction
as Fig.4, where multi-modality is reproduced.

C. Aging effect: system are degrading over time

Even with θ0 considered, data collected on abs is not
consistent along time. As shown in Fig.5, when θ0 is nearly
constant, ∆θ0 is changing. The slow growing of ∆θ between
160 and 1370 indicates decrease of friction. Then, the sudden
decrease at 1370th push corresponds to removal of a piece
of material from the surface as a result of fatigue casued by
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Fig. 4. Histograms of ∆θ on different material: a)on plywood; b)on abs;
c)on delrin; d)on pu. Blue bars represent experiment data and brown ones are
for prediction,

Fig. 5. Initial orientation angle θ0 versus pushing count.

thousands of pushing.The great decrease at 1670th pushing
indicates a larger piece of material is removed, and the healing
process afterwards is much slower.

IV. DATA COLLECTION DYNAMICS: HOW THE BIAS OF
INITIAL ORIENTATION IS CAUSED

The fixed points of θn+1
0 versus θn0 in Fig.6 are consistence

with the stable direction we have shown above. It can be seen
that two fixed points exist on Poincare map for dataset of
plywood and abs. One fixed points is observed on that of
drlrin, with possibly another emerging at around −80o. The
fact that Poincare map for pu does not intersects with line
of y = x proves the non-existence of fixed point exists for
pu. The histogram of initial orientation around fixed points
increase dramatically since ∆θ0 is approximately equal to 0.



The histogram of initial orientation corresponds strictly with
the position of fixed points.
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Fig. 6. Push-by-push dynamics of pushed object on different material: a)on
plywood; b)on abs; c)on delrin; d)on pu. Shown is the initial orientation θ0
at step n + 1 versus step n. Intersections of the plots with the blue dashed
identity line are fixed points. Black dashed lines with slope of -1 marked fixed
points by intersection with identity line.

V. CONCLUSION

Data and algorithms are two fundamental aspects of data-
driven approach and lots of efforts are attributed to the
algorithms while insufficient attention has been focused on
data collection in real-world robot.

Unlike in virtual world or simulation, collecting data for
real-world robots is more difficult and the cost is high. Good
understanding of the physical laws related with the robots
and the manipulation is central since the physical world can
be infinitely complex and only the important ones can be
learned. Failing to identify one aspect of a model will increase
uncertainty because of blind point in that dimension. On the
other hand, aging effect is an issue in real-world robot since
physical parameters will change as a result of abrasion, wear
or other physical degeneration. It is also important to consider
the whole data collecting process as a dynamics to describe
because failing to model it can result in bias of the data which
cause high cost and lower the performance of trained model.

Therefore, it’s always important to allocate simple but
effective models to the dynamics studied. Sometimes a higher
dimensional model is able to describe more details of an
phenomenon but implementing it makes a higher cost. Fun-
damental investigation in the dynamics is vital in pushing the
applications forward.
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